On the Front Line: Dealing with the SARS Outbreak

Although the tourism sector was dealt with the impact of the SARS outbreak, there still remains a lack of confidence. The World Health Organization’s (WHO) advice on a complete travel ban takes a large proportion of the population back to a period of uncertainty. The World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) has also decided to suspend its meeting. The international community has been struggling with the unprecedented lack of confidence. The World Health Organization (WHO) has been advised to suspend its meeting. The international community has been struggling with the unprecedented lack of confidence.

On FM Group, senior management indicated a number of measures to address the situation. FM Group has been advised to suspend its meeting. The international community has been struggling with the unprecedented lack of confidence. The World Health Organization (WHO) has been advised to suspend its meeting. The international community has been struggling with the unprecedented lack of confidence.

CW: The impact of SARS on the leisure side of Hong Kong has been significant. The sector as a whole has seen a reduction in the number of visitors from mainland China. However, we have seen a significant increase in the number of visitors from Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan. The hospitality industry has also seen a reduction in the number of visitors. However, we have seen a significant increase in the number of visitors from Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan.

All the events are currently canceled or postponed. However, some of the events have been rescheduled to later dates. The city council has advised all the events to cancel or postpone. However, some of the events have been rescheduled to later dates. The city council has advised all the events to cancel or postpone. However, some of the events have been rescheduled to later dates.

Dr. Edwin Hirt on the topic of "The Importance of Communication in a Crisis"

On FM Group, senior management indicated a number of measures to address the situation. FM Group has been advised to suspend its meeting. The international community has been struggling with the unprecedented lack of confidence. The World Health Organization (WHO) has been advised to suspend its meeting. The international community has been struggling with the unprecedented lack of confidence.

On FM Group, senior management indicated a number of measures to address the situation. FM Group has been advised to suspend its meeting. The international community has been struggling with the unprecedented lack of confidence. The World Health Organization (WHO) has been advised to suspend its meeting. The international community has been struggling with the unprecedented lack of confidence.
New Perspectives on Security

The IMEX show in Frankfurt was the site of a unique collaboration between AIPC and LAPCO (the International Association of Professional Congress Organizers) on a joint project entitled “Cooperative Solutions to Event Security.”

The purpose of the seminar was to discuss ways in which facilities and PCs can develop cooperative strategies for enhancing event security and for involving other components of the security equation in the development and implementation of the plan. The seminar panelists included representatives from the police, fire service, and other local and national organizations.

Overview of Events

The panelists were Steve Piper, Head of Venue, Brighton City Council; Rainer Kostka, Co-Owner of AIPC; Philippe Mahuas, Director of Operations, Hilton Prague; and Jim Gilliot, Vice-President of Société Internationale des Événements et Congrès (SIEC).

The first panellist, Steve Piper, Head of Venue, Brighton City Council, stated that there is currently a need to consider and integrate the plan for security in facilities and PCs in order to meet the challenges of today’s environment.

Security companies also need to be fully briefed as they can provide professional input that goes beyond what other parties can offer. They can also provide access to any personnel or equipment that may be required, such as airport-style search channels or metal detectors.

Philippe Mahuas, Director of Operations, Hilton Prague, stated that there are a number of key steps that need to be taken to ensure a successful event.

The second panelist, Rainer Kostka, Co-Owner of AIPC, stated that the key to successful security planning is to consider the following:

1. The complexity of security coordination that may arise from multiple parties working together cooperatively in both the planning and execution of an event.

2. The need for an evaluation of a number of factors, including the body of the event, the number of participants, and the nature of the event itself.

3. The need to consider the impact on the media, other groups, and the general public.

4. The need to consider the impact on the media, other groups, and the general public.

The last panellist, Jim Gilliot, stated that there are a number of key steps that need to be taken to ensure a successful event.

The first step is to build up a security team that is capable of dealing with the potential risks of an event. The second step is to establish a plan that is flexible enough to adapt to any situation.

Finally, there is the need to consider and deal with the impacts that security arrangements may have on the media, other groups, and the general public.